
 COVID-19 Policy
As long as COVID-19 is around, we understand that the situation is ever-changing and incredibly 
fluid. Going forward we will follow our Governor’s guidelines regarding youth sports and dance 
studios. Our goal is to continue student education in a safe environment. 

Danz501 WILL have classes during the 2020-21 year. We will hold our yearly recital performance 
or at the very least a smaller scale “performance”of some kind at the end of our year. The kids 
will wear their costumes and some how show their skills they have learned from the year! :) We 
will continue to update our policy as things change. Watch our Facebook page for our newest 
information. 
Going forward, our class sizes will be in accordance with state regulations. (This is why we are 
offering a smaller selection of classes) Classes may be modified if guidelines change during the 
studio year. If state guidelines change we will continue having classes, but they may be offered 
in a different format. (i.e. classes being split in half, in-person classes every other week with and/
or Zoom or Band App practices.)

If at any time something totally unforeseen occurs and we are not able to finish the year in 
some way (we do NOT see this happening), Danz501 would then refund tuition that they deem 
fair with all of our breaks and unused snow days subtracted. 

Sanitization, Masks, and Temperature Checks
Danz501 will be updating their sanitizing procedures. This could mean the possibility of not 
allowing people to wait in our lobby. We do plan to stagger classes and give extra time for 
students to leave in-between each class. We will ask students to exit the building directly after 
their class is over. Students will have their temperatures checked at each class as needed. If their 
temperature is 100.4 or above, we will wait 5 minutes and take it again. If their temperature is 
100.4 or above the second time they will need to go home. We will offer hand sanitizer to all 
kids in class and reduce student contact with each other as much as is possible. Masks will be 
optional unless a student has a cough and we feel a mask is needed. We understand students 
have allergies and get colds. In the case of a cough, temperature will be taken and a mask may 
be required to be worn. Danz501 will be updating this information often. Watch our Facebook 
page for new information.  
   
*Danz501 reserves the right to make changes as they see fit.


